Information sheet for communications partners

Tap into payments
Become a Paytia partner and effortlessly tap into growing consumer trust
and compliance-led demand for better ways to make card payments
securely over the phone.

Consumers want better card protection
Today’s consumers want the freedom to choose
where and how they engage with sellers.
The rise of e-commerce has heightened
consumers’ fear of fraud: 50% are worried about
card fraud. And 75% would prefer to enter
payment information over having it stored by a
merchant.*
They expect the same card protection on the
phone as they have online or in store.
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Yet despite this, 90% of businesses that take
payments over the phone insist on customers
sharing their card data — in clear contravention of
payment-security requirements. (PCI DSS)
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Would you share your card data with a stranger?
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Sellers are not only putting customer trust at stake,
but risk penalties for PCI DSS non-compliance.

Businesses not equipped to
take card payments over the
phone in compliance with
payment-card industry
security rules
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Why? Because no no effective
mass-market solution has
existed. Until now.

Realise new revenue streams
Customer uses
keypad to submit
card details while
on call with agent
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Capture customer card details and process transaction
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CVV

Seller tracks submission, verification
and payment authorization in real time,
without seeing or hearing card data

Paytia enables businesses of
any size — from owner
operator to enterprise — to
give their customers the data
protection they want and
increasingly expect.
Our suite of solutions offer
simple, effortless and
affordable ways for
businesses to take payments
during calls without customers
having to reveal their card
data to the seller or their staff.

Built by telephony experts, the Paytia cloud payments platform has
been designed specifically to enable communication service
providers to add-on these high-value, self-service payment
solutions to existing services with little or no effort or integration.

Sources: Marqeta 2020 Fraud Report — survey of 4,000 US and UK
consumers; market sizing: McKinsey, US Census Bureau, Paytia
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Simple, secure and affordable solutions
Phone-payment solutions that enable sellers to protect their customers’ card data, offer a seamless
user experience, are effortless to set up, and affordable — whether you’re a sole trader or enterprise.
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Card payments securely by
phone have never been this
easy — from data capture to
payment scheduling,
verification, reporting and
more.

Designed for busy business
people on the move: take
payments securely without
having to be at a computer.

For those times your
customers want to pay later,
or where you want enhanced
authentication… Link to Pay
is your answer.

Embed Paytia’s Secure
Virtual Terminal functionality
into your core applications to
create seamless, secure
payment-handling

We’ve done the heavy lifting so you don’t need to
Underpinning the Paytia product
suite is the Paytia payments platform
— a PCI-DSS Level 1-certified,
globally-scalable cloud platform.

Secure Virtual Terminal

Designed from first principles by telco
experts, Paytia enable partner
services to be delivered with
minimum effort. We have already
taken care of PCI DSS compliance,
user-provisioning and billing so you
don’t have to.

Link to Pay

Payment
gateways

Keyphone

Cloud platform

API

Telephony partners
Telephony-connectivity capability ranging
from zero-touch to fully integrated callhandling, provisioning, billing and branding

Integrated
with
leading
service
providers

Effortless partnering — start now
✓

Exploit growth in remote payments to
build new revenue streams

✓

Get started quickly — little or no
integration required

✓
✓

Increase average revenue per user

✓

Increase customer retention by deploying
sticky solutions

No investment required — add-on cloud
service designed for partner resale

✓

Low-cost, low-friction self-service sales

Contact us today to find out more
Visit www.paytia.com
Email us at: sales@paytia.com
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